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Recently the authors have defined a coherent prohomotopy category of topological spaces 
CPHTop [5]. In the present paper, which is a sequel to Part I [6], the authors define a strong 
homology functor Hs: CPHTop+ Ab. The results of this paper are essential for the construction 
of a Steenrod-Sitnikov homology theory for arbitrary spaces. 
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1 ~~~~reo~~~~ikov homology ~~~~~pe 1 
1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of Part I [6] and uses the same terminology and 
notation. We refer to Part I as to [I]. The Introduction to [I] also describes the 
program of the present Part II. To summarize, in Part II we construct a strong 
homology functor HS : CPHTop + Ab, defined on the coherent prohomotopy 
category CPHTop. This category was recently introduced by the authors [5]. In [I] 
we have already defined strong homology functors HS on the categories inv-Top 
and pro-Top. We will now also consider a functor C : pro-Top + CPHTop and we 
will establish commutativity of the following diagram. 
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Strong homologies developed in [I] suffice to define for an arbitrary topological 
space X its Steenrod-Sitnikov homology groups. We just put Hz(X; G) = 
Hz(X; G), where X is an ANR-resolution of X [7]. However, in order to prove 
that these groups do not depend on the choice of the resolution, we need the deeper 
theory, developed in the present Part II. Classically, Steenrod-Sitnikov homology 
was defined only on compact metric spaces [l 11, [lo], [9]. Special features of our 
Steenrod-Sitnikov homology theory of topological spaces will be established in a 
subsequent paper. 
This paper, as well as [I], were preceded by Lisica’s papers [4], [3], where similar 
ideas were initiated. 
2. The category CPHTop 
In this section we recall the definition of the category CPHTop following [5]. 
Let A”, n 20, denote the standard n-simplex, i.e., the set of all points t = 
(to ,..., t,)~R”+‘,t~aO ,..., tn~O,~~=ot,=l.Byi)~:A”-‘~A”a.ndu~:A”t’~A”, 
0 s j s n, we denote the usual face and degeneracy operators. They are given by 
a;(tcl,. . . 9 fn-,)=(to, . . . . t,_,,o, t,,.. .,Ll), n>l, 
$YtO,Jn+l)=(;O,~ ..,tj-l,t,+t,+l,fj+2,...,tn+l), naO. 
Let M be a directed cofinite set and let M” be the set of all finite increasing 
sequences 6 = ( pO,. . . , p,), p,,< * * . < p,,, n 20, in M. On M* = UnzO M” we also 
have face and degeneracy operators. The jth face operator, 0 s j s n, n 3 1, takes 
b E M” to fij = ( pO,. . . , pji,, pj+,, . . . , p,,) E My-‘. The jth degeneracy operator, 
O~j~n,n~O,takes~EM”to~Li=(~O ,..., pjLi,pj ,,.., p,)EM”+‘. 
A coherent map ofsystemsf: X + Y (or just coherent map) consists of an increasing 
function cp : M + A and of (continuous) maps f& : A” xX,( p,,) --z Y,,, one for each 
CL=(tiO,...,p,)~M”, n 20, such that the following conditions hold 
[ 4~,cr,.6i,(tr x), j=O, 
.&(a;& x) = 
i 
&Jr, x), O<j< n, (1) 
~,,(t,p,(,,,~,,,(,,,)(~)), j= n. 
f&($t, x) =f,l(t, x), OsjS n. (2) 
For n = 0, we identify A0 x XVcFO) with XV(pO). 
Note that in [5] such coherent maps were called special. However, since in this 
paper all systems are indexed by cofinite sets, there is no need for the more general 
type of coherent maps introduced in [5]. Also notice that we have changed the order 
of factors in the product A” xX,(~,~). This is irrelevant for [5] but is of importance 
when one considers chains and homology as we will do now. 
The composition h = gf of coherent maps f: X + Y and g : Y + 2 = (Z,, rvus, N) 
isgivenbyx=~orC,andbymapsh,:A”xX,(.,~Y,,”,~=(v,,...,y,)EN”.Inorder 
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to define h,, one decomposes A” into subpolyhedra 
P~={t~A”:t~+..~+t,~,d~~t,+~~~+t,}, i=O,...,n, 
andoneconsidersmaps CY~:P~+A”-~,/~::P:-+A’, i=O,...,n,givenby 
ar(t) = (#, 2f,+,, . . 3 2L), (3) 
P:(t) = (2t,,. . . ,2L,, #), (4) 
where # stands for 1 minus the sum of the remaining terms. Then h, is given by 
h,(t, x) = gY,...V,(P7(t),~(V,)..-~I(V,,)((Yr(f), x)), *E Pi’. (5) 
The identity coherent map 1 :X + X is given by the identity 1 ,I and by maps fx, 
where fi( t, x) = phoh,,(x). Note that inverse systems and coherent maps do not form 
a category. 
A coherent homotopy, which connects coherent maps f, f’ : X + Y is a coherent 
map F:lxX+ Y, given by @:M+A and Ffi:A’xlxXQc,,,,-+ Y,,,, such that 
@ 2 cp, cp’ and 
F,i(t, 0, x) =f,(t, P~oc~,J~~~,,~x)), (6) 
F,i(f, 1, x) =f;(t, P~P’~,+w~~,J(x))~ (7) 
The relation = of coherent homotopy is an equivalence relation. Moreover, 
fl =f - lf and h (gf) = (hg)f [5]. Therefore, inverse systems and coherent homotopy 
classes of coherent maps form a category CPHTop, where the identity morphisms 
and the composition of morphisms are defined by representatives. 
We also have a functor C : pro-Top + CPHTop, which keeps the objects fixed. If 
f: X + Y is a map of systems, given by cp and f,, then one considers maps .&: A" X 
X&4+ Yw!, given by 
.&(4 x) =f~Pv~l-rokO~~,,dX). (8) 
The maps q and fp define a coherent map X+ Y, whose coherent homotopy class 
depends only on the equivalence class off, i.e., on the corresponding morphism of 
pro-Top. 
3. Products of singular chains 
Here we assemble some definitions and facts on products of singular chains, 
needed in the forthcoming sections. 
Let us first agree that A’ will also denote the singular i-simplex of the space A’, 
given by the identity map. Note that 
aA’=C;=,(-l)‘a:,A’~‘, ial. (1) 
By A’ x A” we will denote the singular (i +p)-chain (with integer coefficients) of 
the space A’ x-Ap, obtained as follows. Let e, = (1, 0, . . , 0), . . . , e, = (0,. . . , 0, 1) 
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be the vertices of A’and let e,=(l,O ,..., 0) ,..., e,,=(O ,..., 0, 1) be the vertices 
of Ap, taken in their natural order. We consider the set of all points ejk = ej x ek E 
A i x Ap, 0 s j s i, 0 d k s p, and endow it with the natural partial order, i.e., ejk S ejSkz 
provided j S j’ and k S k’. Every totally ordered subset e,, < . . . < elk <. . * < eip, 
consisting of i +p + 1 points, spans an (i +p)-simplex s contained in A’ x Ap. Each 
of the simplexes s is the image of a unique affine map of A’+p, which preserves the 
ordering of the vertices. Therefore, one can view the simplexes s as singular 
(i+p)-simplexes of A’ xAp. 
To each of the simplexes s one assigns a coefficient F(S) E (-1, l} in such a way 
that the following two conditions be fulfilled. For the leading simplex sO, i.e., the 
simplex spanned by e,,, elo, . . . , eio, ei,, . . . , eip, one has E ( sO) = 1. If the simplexes 
S, s’ are adjacent, i.e., differ only at one vertex, then e(s) # E(S)). There is a unique 
choice of such coefficients. If s = (coo, . . . , ejk, . . . , erp), one puts F(S) = (-l)‘(‘), 
where 
a(s)= ip+ C w(n) 
n=l 
and Y.~( n) + 1 is the number of indexes j, which are equal to n. We now put 
A’ xAp =C E(S)S. 
If X and Y are spaces and a : A i + X, b : Ap + Y are singular simplexes, then we 
define a chain a x b E C,+,(X x Y; ii’) by putting 
axb=(axb),(AixAP). 
More generally, let XE C,(X;Z), yE C,( Y; G). If X=cj njflj, y=zkgkbk, where 
n, E Z, gk E G and u,(b,) are singular i-simplexes (p-simplexes) of X (of Y), then 
we put 
XXy=C ??jgk(ajxbk)ECi+p(XXY; G). 
j,k 
Clearly, the product x is distributive. 
For arbitrary maps f: X + X’, g : Y + Y’ one has 
(fxg),(x XY) = (f#X) x(&Y). (2) 
This is first seen for products of singular simplexes and then easily extended to the 
general case using distributivity of x. 
An important property of the product x is given by 
a(x xy) = (ax) xy+(-1)‘x xay. (3) 
For x = A’, y = Ap, this was established in [2]. 
Another easily established property is associativity 
(xxy)xz=xx(yxz), 
where x E C,(X; Z), YE C,( Y; Z) and ZE C,(Z; G). 
(4) 
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4. Chain mappings induced by coherent maps 
Letf:X+Y be a coherent map, given by p andf,. If@=(~“,...,~,,)EM”, 
then cp( p,,) c. . . s cp( p,). Therefore, for each 0s is n and each x E C,,(X; G) (see 
[I], 5 2), one has the chain x,(,,)...,+(,,,)E Cp+n_i(Xv(+,); G) and thus also the chain 
A’ XX,~~,~...~~,,,~E C,+,(A’xX,~,,~; G). Sincef,,...,l:Ai xX,(,~)+ Y,, we obtain a 
chain in CP+,( Y,,; G) by the formula 
(fd), = i .L,,...,,,(A’ xx,c,,)...,(w,,J, n 200. (1) 
i=O 
The chains (f+x), define a strong p-chain f+x of Y. Note that f+: C,,(X; G)+ 
C,( Y; G) is a homomorphism for each p > 0. 
Theorem 1. The homomorphisms f satisfy 
df+ =f,d (2) 
and thus dejine a chain mapping fg : C(X; G) + C( Y; G). 
Proof. Let g=(pO ,..., P~)EM”, n ~0, and let XE C,+,(X; G), p 20. We must 
show that 
(df,x), = (fedx),. (3) 
We will assume that n 2 1, because the case n = 0 is easily verified. We first compute 
a(f,x),. Using (l), (3.3), (3.1), (3.2) and (2.1), we see that 
a(fsx), =fp”# ~x,(.“hd.,,) 
+ i ‘i’ (-l)‘f,,...,i~,~,+,...~,#(Ai-’ xx,c.~~.c.,J 
1=2,=1 
+ i (-U’f,,,...,,_,++(A’-’ XP ~P(~,_,)~(IL,)#X~(cL~)...(P(IL,,) ) 
,=I 
n 
+ C (-l)‘f,,...,,,(A’x~x,~,,~...,~.J 
i=l 
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f (-l)‘(fn~)~,=~$‘i’ (-l)~fi,...~,~(Aixx 
j=l ,=I i=o 
o(~,)..~P(cl,~,)lp(cI,+,)...‘p(~’,,)) 
n-l n 
+ C C (-l)‘f,,...,,~,,,+,...,,#(Ai~’ xx,(. ~...,(,,J 
j=l t=j+l 
n-l 
+(-1)” C f,o...p,AA’xx,~.,~...,~.,,_,J. (6) 
i=O 
We now compute (d&x),, using [I, 2.31 and formulas (4), (5) and (6). We see 
that the second term of (4) cancels (5). Moreover, the third term of (4) cancels the 
second term of (6). Consequently, we obtain 
(-l)“(df#X), =fm# %po)...v(p,,) 
+ f (-Ulf,,...,,_,,W’ xp,(.,~,,,(,,,#x,(.~)...,(,,,)) 
i=l 
- C C (-l)‘f,,...,,di xx a(~,)---~(lli~,)~(CL,+l)...‘P(I”,,l 1 
j=l t=O 
n-l 
-(--1)” C &...~,#(A xx,~.,~.,,_J (7) 
i=O 
We now compute (- l)“(f+ dx), , using (1) and [I, 3.21, and we see that we obtain 
an expression equal to (7). 
5. Chain mappings induced by congruent coherent maps 
Let f: X + Y be a coherent map of systems, given by q and fp . Let $ : M -+ A be 
an increasing function, I,!J 2 cp, and let g, : An x X,, @,, j + Y, be given by 
s,i(t, x) =f~(t,p,(.~~,(,,~,(x)), ii E M". (1) 
Then I& and g,, b E M”, define a coherent map g : X+ Y completely determined 
by f and I/J. We say that g is congruent to f: 
Theorem 2. Let f, g: X+ Y be coherent maps such that g is congruent toJ: Then the 
induced chain mappings f+ , g, : C,(X; G) + C,( Y; G) are chain homotopic. 
Proof. We will define a chain homotopy H, which connects f+ and g, . The definition 
of H is similar to the one in [I, B 51, but more complicated. For each p 2 0, 
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(Hx), =(-I)” c c (-l)kf,,,...,,i*(A’ Xx,(.~)...,(.,)~(l*r)...~(ll,,) ) (2) 
;=” kzl 
Clearly, (Hx), E Cp+l+n( Y,,,; G) and HXE C,,+,(Y; G). Moreover, H is a 
homomorphism C,,( X ; G) + C,,, , ( Y; G). We need to prove that 
(dHx),+(Hdx),=(g,x),-(fsx),. (3) 
The proof is a lengthy computation, which we give in details because we find it 
rather tricky. We omit the easy case n = 0 and immediately assume that n a 1. Since 
(2) is a long expression, we will use the shorter notation 
fi(i, k)=(‘P.(Pi),.. ., p(pk), $(pk), . . , ‘.b(cLn)), OS isksn. (4) 
Notethatfor0~i<i+l~k~nonehasI*(i,k)=(cp(~i),(P(CLi+l),...,(P(~Lk), 
+( j&), . . , $( p,,)). Therefore, the first two terms of fi(i, k) equal (Cp( pi), Cp( /Li+r)) 
and 
(~(ik)),=(cp(~i+,),...,(P(llk),~(~k),...,~(~,))=~(i+l,k). (5) 
Moreover, for 0~ is n, p(i, i) = (cp( p,), +( pi), . . , t+b( p,,)). The first two terms of 
P(i, i) equal (V(K), $(A)) and 
(~(i,i))o=(~(~,),...,~(~.,)). (6) 
Consequently, (4) and [I, 2.31 yield 
(Hdx),= i : (-l)“+‘~‘f,,...,,#(Ai Xdx,,,,,,) 
I = 0 k = i 
+ 1 c (-Ok+‘f,l,...,JAi XP~,~,,C(r,-,,#X~~l+,.k~) 
I=<, k=,+l 
+ f f,“...P,#(A’XP,~Il,)~(~,)#X~(11,)...1,11,,)) 
iz0 
+ i i: +f+’ (-l)k+‘+‘fF ,,... ,,#(A’ qq,,~,,). (7) 
i=o k=z ,=I 
On the other hand, using (2), (4), (3.3), (3.1) and [I, 2.31, and distinguishing the 
cases j = 0, 1 cj s i - 1 (this can happen only if i 2 2) and j = i, we see that 
(-1)” ~Hx, = i: i (-l)kq,u,,#f~,...~,~(A’-’ xx,Z(,,k,) 
+ i i ‘i’ (-I)“+‘& .+! ,&,+ ,... ,,,M-’ xx,i,(,,k)) 
I=2 I\=, j=, 
+ i: ? (-1)“+If,,,...,,+O’ xqi,i,d 
I=” k-, 
(8) 
(the second term occurs only if n 2 2). 
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By (2) and (4), the second term of (8) assumes this form 
(- 1 Y-‘q/iop, ,(ffx),,= i . i (-l)k-‘q~o~,#f~,...~‘l#(Ai~’ xxfiwJ 
i=l k=r 
(9) 
We will now compute ( Hx)~, . We distinguish two cases: 1 s j G n - 1 and j = n. 
In the first case (which appears only when n Z- 2), we have, by (2) and (4), 
(-l)“p’(ff~)p,= C C (-l)kfyo...u,#(Ai ‘X@,(i,k)), 
,=,I k=i 
(10) 
where (zq,, . . . , vi) denotes the first i+ 1 terms of pj. We decompose this double 
sum as follows 
(11) 
IfOsiGj-1 and i~k~j-1, then 
(%, . . . , vi) = (PO,. . . 9 Pi), fijLi(h k)=(P(i, k))j-i+,. (12) 
IfO<icj-1 andjsksn-1,then 
(VO~...r vi)=(PO~~~~~Pi)~ pj(i, k)=(p(i, k+l)),_i. (13) 
If isjsn-1 and i<ksn-1,then 
(14) 
In the second case, j = n, we have 
n-, n--l 
(-l)“-‘(Hx),,, = C C (-l)“f,,-..,,+(Ai XX(&(i,k)),,_,+l), 
i=O k=I 
(15) 
because (cP(Pi), . . . , v(pk), +(pk), . . . , $(P~+I)) = (Ai, k))+,+,. Consequently, 
(-lY-‘jg, (-1)jW4,, 
n--l ,-1 ,-I 
= c c c (-l)‘+“f,,...,,sW xx,,(,k,,,_~+,) 
n-l j-l n--l 
+ c 1 1 (-1)‘+“fp,...,,z4A’ XX(,i,(i,k+,)),_,) 
n-, n-, n-, 
+ c c 1 (-l)j+k~~o...~LI~,~,+,...~,+,#(Ai XX@(, I,k+l)) 
j=1 i=j k=i 
+(-I)” 1 c (-l)kf,,...,,s(A’ XX(,&k))n&+,. (16) 
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We now compute (dHx), by [I, 2.31, using (8), (9) and (16). Note that the first 
term of (8) cancels (9). If we replace in the third term of (16) i+ 1 by i and k+ 1 
by k, we obtain an expression, which cancels the second term of (8), because the 
two triple sums range over the same set. Moreover, the last term of (16) can be 
included in the first term of (16) by extending the summation over j also to j = n. 
Moreover, we rewrite the second term of (16) by replacing k + 1 by k and the third 
term of (8) by replacing i by i + 1. Then we obtain 
n-l n 
(dHx),i= C C (-l)k+i+‘.Lg...+,#(Ai x~,(,~),(,,+,),x,(,+l.k,) 
r=O k=i+, 
+ i i (-l)k’if,,.~.p,+(A’ xax@(i,k)) 
r=O k=i 
n 1-I j-l 
+ C C C (-lY+“f,,...,,+W %i~~,k,,,_,+,) 
f C C C (-l)““-‘f,“...,,#(Ai XX(fi(i,k)),_,), 
j=l i=O k=j+l 
(17) 
We now sum up (7) and (17) to obtain (Hdx), + (dHx), . Note that the first term 
of (7) and the second term of (17) cancel. Also the second term of (7) and the first 
term of (17) cancel. By (l), (3.2) and (4.1), the third term of (7) equals (g#x), . 
We decompose the fourth term of (7) according to the scheme 
n-l ” k-t+1 n-l “_I n-l+, 
+c c c+cc c. 
i=O k=r+l j=k&i i=O k=t j=k-r+2 
(18) 
We claim that the first term of (18) cancels the last term of (17). To see this, note that 
n-1 j-1 n n-2 n k-l 
ccc=c c c 
,=I r=O k=,+l i=O k=i+2 j=I+l 
and replace j - i by j. 
Similarly, the last term of (18) cancels the third term of (17). This is so because 
n 1-1 j-1 n--l n--l n 
ccc=cc c 
j=l r=O k=r i=O k=t j=k+l 
and it suffices to replace j - i + 1 by j. 
Consequently, the remaining part of (18) is as follows 
-igO.f;O.-.,,,ti(A’ XX(,(i,i)),) 
n--l n 
+ c 1 f,,-,,# XXC,i(r,k))~-,) 
n--l n 
- c c _L~w+(A’ xx(9(~,k)),~c+,). 
i=O k=i+l 
(19) 
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Now note that for i+lGk<k+l~n one has 
(~(i,k))k-i+l=((P(~i),cp(~~+I),...,(P(~k),~(~k+l),...,(CI(~~)) 
= (lJi(h k+ l)Jk+,-t (20) 
and for i+lsk=n one has 
(P(j, n))npt+l=(P(Pi),..., cP(Pn)). 
We now decompose the third term of (19) according to the scheme 
(21) 
n-l n n--l n-l n-l n 
c c =c c +c c. 
i=O k=i+l ,=O k=i+l t-0 k=n 
In the first of the obtained double sums we substitute (20) and then replace k+ 1 
by k. In the second sum we substitute (21). Then the last term of (19) becomes 
n-l n n-1 
- c c &,...,,+(A’ XXCfiCi,k)l~_,)- 1 f,,.--,,+(A' Xx,c.s~..,c,r,d. (22) 
,=O k=z+2 t-0 
Substituting (22) in (19), we see that (19) equals 
because the first term of (22) and the second term of (19) add up to the third term 
of (23). Now observe that the first and the third term of (23) cancel because, for 
Osisn-1, one has 
(~(~,i))~=(cp(~i),cL(~i+~),...,(cI(~~))=(ll(i,i+l))~. 
Moreover, (p(n, n)), = cp( p,,), so that (23) becomes 
-i$of,<,...p,&’ xx,(,,).. qc,J = 4.&x),. (24) 
We have thus established the desired relation (3). 
6. Chain mappings induced by homotopic coherent maps 
In this section we prove the following generalization of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let J; f : X + Y be coherent maps, which are coherently homotopic. Then 
the induced chain mappings f+ and f:, are chain homotopic. 
Proof. By assumption there exists a coherent homotopy F: I XX + Y, which con- 
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nects f and f’. Let F be given by @: M + A, @ 2 cp, cp’, and by maps Fg : A’ x I x 
X @(&,,) + Y,, which satisfy (2.6) and (2.7). 
Let us consider the induced chain mapping F+ : C,(I XX; G) + C,( Y; G). We 
will identify I with A’ by identifying (t,, t,) E A’ with t’ E I. 
Then, for any singular i-chain y of X, we define the singular (i-t I)-chain I X a 
as A ’ x a. 
We now define homomorphisms D: C,(X; G)+ C,,+,( Y; G), p ~0, as follows. If 
XEC,,(X; G) and jiE M”, na0, we put 
(Dx),==(-1)” i (-l)‘F, “... ~,#(A’xIxx~(~,)...~(~*,,)). (1) 
r=O 
We will prove that 
(dDx),+(Ddx),=(g:,x),-(g,x),, (2) 
where g, g’: X+ Y are coherent maps congruent to f and f’ respectively and 
determined by @ 3 p, cp’. 
Formula (2) shows that the induced chain mappings g,, g& are chain homotopic. 
However, by Theorem 2, the same is true off+, g, and off:, , g: Therefore, f+ 
and j$ also are chain homotopic as asserted by Theorem 3. 
We leave out the proof of (2) in the easy case n = 0 and assume that n 2 1. We 
first apply to (1) and use (3.3) and (3.1). We then use formula (2.1) applied to F 
and also (2.6) and (2.7). This yields 
(-l)“(aox), = i (-l)iq~,)lr,igiF~,...~,#(Ai~' xl xxc~(,,)...c~(,,,J 
I=, 
+ i ‘i’ (-l)‘+JFpo...,+~,+ I... ,,&A’- x~~x~(,,)...c~(,,,J 
i=l ,=I 
+ i F,“... p,_,s(A’-’ xl xpq ~,_,)~(~,)-#X~(.,)...~(,,~)) 
i=l 
+ i S:,...,,AAi XP a’(lll)4(~,)#X4(J1,)...4(~,,) 1 
*=o 
By (I), we also have 
(-l)“-‘%,~, ,(Dx),o= - i (-l)‘q,o~,#F,,...,,,(A’-’ xl XXQ(~~,I...Q(~,,,) 
i=, 
(4) 
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(-vi, (W’uw,, 
n-l j-l 
= C C (-l)‘+‘F,,...,,,(A’ xl xx4(,,)...4(~,~,)401,+,)...4(~.)) 
j=) i=lJ 
- C C (-l)‘+jF~“...~~~,r,+,...,,#(A’-’ xl xxa,(,g). mw,,J 
j=l i=J+l 
n--l 
+ C (-lY+‘Fp,~...,,.(A’x~ x ~,+~s~p,~-,J. (9 
i=o 
According to [I, 2.31, we obtain (dDx), by summing up (3), (4) and (5). 
On the other hand, (l), [I, 2.21 and [I, 2.31 imply 
(Ddx), = i F,, ,... ,s4Ai x 1 x&q,,,...,,.,,,) 
i=o 
n-l 
- C F,o...,,,(Ai x I xp 4(lli)4(~,+i)#x4(~,+,)...4(IL,,) ) 
i=O 
n-l n-l 
- C C (-l)‘+‘F,,...,,,W xl xx4(~,).--4~(~,_,)4(p~+,)...4(ll,l)) 
i=O j=i+l 
In order to obtain (dDx),+ (Ddx),, we sum up (3), (4), (5) and (6). Note that (4) 
and the first term of (3) cancel. Also, the second term of (3) and the second term 
of (5) cancel, because the two double sums range over the same set. Moreover, the 
third term of (3) cancels the second term of (6) and the sixth term of (3) cancels 
the first term of (6). The first term of (5) and the third term of (6) cancel because 
the sums range over the same set. Finally, the third term of (5) cancels the fourth 
term of (6). Consequently, only the fourth and fifth term of (3) remain, and by (5.1) 
their sum equals (g&x), -(g#x),. We have thus established (2). 
We can now define the functor HS : CPHTop + Ab. To an object X it assign the 
same group H’(X) as the functor HS : pro-Top+ Ab [I, $§ 4 and 51. If f : X + Y is 
a coherent map, then we assign to its coherent homotopy 
HS(f,) induced by the chain mapping f# (5 4). It follows 
homomorphism is well-defined. That we obtain indeed a 
and 9 (Corollaries 1 and 2). 
7. Subdividing chain maps induced by coherent maps 
class the homomorphism 
from Theorem 3 that this 
functor is proved in 8§ 8 
This section is of a technical nature and its results are needed in the next section. 
For each k>O the standard k-simplex A k is subdivided into subpolyhedra Pf, 
0 G i G k, defined in 5 2. We will now define a singular k-chain of A k (with integer 
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coefficients), denoted by Ek, which can be viewed as the corresponding subdivision 
of the k-chain Ak. 
The maps /3:: Pf+Ai, a:: Pf+Akpi (see (2.3) and (2.4)) define a map p: x 
a;:p;+AiXAk-‘, which takes TV Pf to (pF( t), a:(f)). It is easy to see that this 
map is a homeomorphism and that its inverse yc = (/3: x crf)-’ : A’ x A”-‘+ Pf is 
given by 
.,Uk-,)=(;U” ,..., $u,_,, #,;u I,..., i&i), (1) 
where (uO ,..., u,)EA’, (21~ ,..., uk_,)~Ak-‘. 
For every k 2 0 and 0~ is k we now define a singular k-chain (with integer 
coefficients) of Pf s A k, also denoted by PF. It is given by the following formula 
Pf = (r;)+(Ai xAkmi). (2) 
We then define the singular k-chain Ek by 
Ek= ; P;. 
i=o 
(3) 
We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. The chains Ek, giuen by (3), satisfy 
aEk = f (-l)‘;& Ek-‘, kz 1. (4) 
j=O 
Proof. A straightforward computation yields the following formulas: 
~~(l.,Xa:~‘)=a~+,,yk-‘, O~isk-1, l~j~k-i, 
r;+,(a;+’ X 1 d”L-‘) = a; #‘, O$isk-l 0~ .j< i, 




Applying a to (3) and using (2), (3.3) and (3.1), we see that 
aEk = C C (-l)‘r;+,,(a;+’ x ldhm,+l),(Ai xAk+‘) 
i=O I=0 
+ 1 1 (-l)‘+‘y;+(ld, xa,kp’),(A’xAkpi-‘) 
I=0 j=l 
k-l 
+  1 (-l)‘+‘yf+,+(ai;; x l,~m,ml),(A’ xAkm’-‘) 
,=O 
k-l 
+  1 (-l)iyli,(l,~ x8,“-‘),(Ai xAkmip’). 
i=O 
(8) 
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The last two terms of (8) cancel because of (7). Applying (6) and (5) to the two 
double sums of (8), we obtain 
aEk = C C (-1)’ a;+ yf;‘(A’ XAkpi-') 
i-0 j=lJ 
k-l k-i 
+ 1 1 (-l)i+’ a;+j, y;,‘(A’ xAk-‘-I). 
i=(J j=l 
(9) 
If we replace in the second sum of (9) i+j by j, we see that dEk equals 
k-l k 
1 C (-l)‘a;,&‘(A’xAk-‘-I). 
However, by (3) and (2), this is also the value of the right side of (4). 
Every coherent map f: X + Y induces a chain map f+ : C,(X; G) + C,( Y; G), 
given by (4.1). We will now define a chain mapping fE : C,(X; G)+ C,( Y; G), 
which can be viewed as a subdivision of j$ . It is given by a formula, obtained from 
formula (4.1), by replacing A’ by E’, i.e., 
(10) 
That f, is indeed a chain mapping is seen as in the case off+ _ More precisely, one 
repeats the proof of Theorem 1, using formula (4) instead of (3.1). The main result 
of this section is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. Let f: X+ Y be a coherent map. Then the chain mappings f#, 
fE : C,(X; G) + C,( Y; G) are chain homotopic. 
In order to define the needed chain homotopy, we will first define, for each k 2 0, 
a certain singular (k-t 1)-chain Dk (with integer coefficients) of A k x I. 
First recall the construction of cones over singular chains (see, e.g., [1], p. 34). 
Let c be an arbitrary point of a convex set K of R”. If a : A i + K is a singular 
i-simplex, the cone construction assigns to it a singular (i + 1) -simplex ca : A i+’ + K 
of K. It is given by 
I 
C, to= 1, 
(11) 






) 1-r,““‘l_t, ’ 
to> 1. 
It is easily seen that 
(ca) a;+:’ = a, (12) 
(ca) ai:;= c(a ai), OSjG i. (13) 
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To a singular i-chain x of K, we assign a singular (i + I)-chain cx of K as follows. 
If x = C njuj, where nj E Z and uj are singular i-simplexes, then we put cx = 1 njcaj. 
Clearly, c is a homomorphism Ci( K; Z) + Ci+,(K; 2’). Moreover, one has 
i)cx = x - c(ax). (14) 
This is first proved for singular simplexes x = a, by making use of (12) and (13). 
We now define the chains, D’ E C,,, (A’ x I ; Z) and also certain chains A’ E 
C,(Bd(A’ x I); Z), by induction, as follows. for each i 2 0 we chose a point ci E A’ XI 
and view A i x I as a convex subset of Rii2. We put 
A”=AOxl-A*xO, (15) 
D’ = c,A’, i B 0, (16) 
A’=(E’xl)-(A’xO)- i (-l)‘(a;xl,),D’~‘, i3 1. (17) 
,=” 
Lemma 2. The chains A’, i 3 0, are cycles, i.e., aA’ = 0. Moreover, 3D’ = A’. 
Proof. (16) and (14) imply 8D’ = A’ -c dA’. It therefore suffices to show that dA’ = 0. 
We will prove this by induction on i. This is obvious for i = 0 and easy for i = 1. We 
therefore assume that i&2. Then, by (17), (4); (3.1) and the induction hypothesis 
aA’= i (-l)‘(djE’-’ xl)- i (-l)‘(+-’ x0) 
,=0 ,=O 
-,~~(-l)‘ia;xl,),i~‘~‘xl)+,~~i-l)’(i,;x1,),(A’-‘xO) 
+ i ‘i’ (-l)‘+“(a; x ll),(a;-’ x I,), Dzm2. 
,=o I=0 
(20) 
Clearly, the first and the third term cancel and so do the second and the fourth 
term. The double sum equals 0, because of the formula 
a; a;-’ = a; a;:;, Oak<j<i. (21) 
Consequently, dA’ = 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let f: X + Y be a coherent map, given by cp and &. For every 
p b 0 we define a homomorphism F: C,(X; G)+ C,,+,( Y; G) by the following 
formula. 
(Fx), =(-1)” i .l&p,A~ xu,),(D’ xx,c,,,...,,,,,J; (22) 
, =o 
here XEC’,,(X; G), @==(/*O,...,p,,)~M”, D’ is defined by (16) and (17) 
z-,:A’xl+A’ 
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is the first projection and ui denotes the identity on X,, @,). In order to prove Theorem 
4, it suffices to prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. The homomorphisms F: C,(X; G) + C,,+,( Y; G), p 2 0, satisfy 
(Fdx), + (dFx),i = (f~x),i - (f# x),i 
for every x E C,(X; G) and ii E M”, n 2 0. 
(23) 
Proof. Since the case n = 0 is easy, we assume that n 2 1. The proof of (23) is very 
similar to the proof of (6.2). Instead of (-l)i FPO...cL, and A’ x I in (6.1), we have 
fp,,...p,(ri X ui) and D’ in (22). In the proof we use the following relations 
ri(l&xs)=ldl, SEZ, (24) 
7ri(afxl,)=a,rr_,, OSjSi (25) 
as well as (3.2) and (2.1). 
8. Chain mappings induced by composition of coherent maps 
In this section we will prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5. Let f: X+ Y, g : Y + Z be coherent maps of systems. Then the chain 
mappings g,f, and (gf), are chain homotopic. 
Corollary 1. HS : CPHTop + Ab preserves composition of morphisms. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let f be given by cp, f& and g by $, g, respectively. Then f+ 
is given by (4.1) and g, by an analogous formula. 
Therefore, g#f+ is given by 
((g,f,)(x)), = f, i gq,...JAj xf~(“,,...~~“,,#(A’j xx,~,(+ww)~ (1) 
j=O 1-j 
where x E C,(X; G), p a 0, V E N”. 
On the other hand, the composition h = gf: X + 2 is given by x = cp+ and by 
maps h,, which satisfy (2.5). 
Let us now consider the chain mapping h, .  C,(X; G)+ C,(Z; G). By (7.10) 
and (7.3), 
(hEx):= i i hvo...+#(Pj xx,~,,~...,~~,,J. 
i=o j=lJ 
Now note that, by (2.5), 
kO-..JP: xXxc”,, =g, ,,... “,(ld’ XfJ~Y,)...JI(Y,))((pjXLYj) xvi), 
(2) 
(3) 
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where vi denotes the identity on Xxcy,,. Since, by (7.2), 
Pf=(~,xc~;),‘(A’xA’~~), 
we see that 
((Pi ~a;) x l),(P~xx,,,,...,,,,,) = (A’xA’-‘) xx,(,)...,(+). 
Consequently, 
(4) 
h,,..., .(P, xxx(Y,)...x(z+J = g,,...+@j ~&(+...tic.JA’-~ xxx(z,,)...x(v,,J. (5) 
If we substitute (5) in (2) and change the order of summation, we obtain 
(&x), = ((g,f,)x),, (6) 
i.e., 
g,.f, = hE. 
However, Theorem 4 shows that hE is chain homotopic to h, = (gf),. Consequently, 
the chain mappings g,f, and (gf)# are indeed chain homotopic. 
9. Commutativity of diagram (D’) 
In this section we will prove the following theorem, which immediately implies 
the commutativity of diagram (D’) from the Introduction. 
Theorem 6. Let f: X + Y be a map of systems, i.e., a morphism of k-Top and let 
g : X + Y be the induced coherent map (see (2.8)). Then the induced chain mappings 
f+, g, : C,(X; G) + C,( Y; G) are chain homotopic. 
Corollary 2. H” : CPHTop + Ab preserves identity morphisms. 
Proof of Corollary 2. If in Theorem 6 we take for f the identity map of systems 
1 : X+ X, then the coherent homotopy class of g is precisely the identity morphism 
1 : X + X in CPHTop. Therefore, g, is chain homotopic to f+ . However, by Theorem 
3 of [I], f# equals the identity chain mapping. Consequently, HS takes the identity 
morphism X + X of CPHTop to the identity morphisms of Ab. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let f be given by cp and f,, p E A4. According to [I, 3.11, f+ is 
given by 
(f#X), =f~,#(xa(,")...,(r,,,), ii E M". (1) 
On the other hand, according to (2.8), g is given by 
g/z =fwP'(lLl' xP,~,o~c~~,)), CL = (t-kl,. . ., CLi)E M’, (2) 
where pi : A i X XV(p,) + X,, r,, is the second projection. 
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Therefore, by (4.1), 
(~L=;~~f,,sd(A’x~ ‘9(!49(w2)# 9(!4)~..9P(P,,) X ). (3) 
Note that the first term of (3) coincides with (1). 
We now define for each p 2 0 a homomorphism H : C,,(X; G) + C,,+r( 5’; G) by 
Theorem 6 will be proved if we prove 
(Hdx),+(dHx),=(g,x),-(f,x),, /.iuM”. (5) 
We omit the easy case n = 0 and assume that n 3 1. Then, (4), [I, 2.21 and [I, 2.31 yield 
(Hdx), = i (-l)‘f,,#&‘(A” XP,(.<,M,+M Jx,(.~I...,(,,,J 
I=0 
n-2 n-l 
+ C C (-l)‘+‘f,,,p#t’(A’+ 
i=” ,=1+1 
XP,(II”)(P(IL~)#X~(II,)... m(~LI~I)(P(~,+I)...lP(~L,~) ) 
n--l 
+ C (-l)“+‘f,,+~:‘(A’+ xp,(~“)‘P(JI,)#x~(II,)..-(P(CLI,~,)). (6) 
i=O 
In order to compute (dHx), , we use [I, 2.31. We first apply a to (4) and use (3.3), 
(3.1) and the fact that 
p’+‘(aj+’ x 1) = Pi. (7) 
We obtain 
t-1)” a(ffx)i,= i 4ilf,,,dO’ XP 9(ro)9F(r,)zxc(r,).-.9(~,,) 1 
i=O 




E(i)= 2 (-l)‘= 
j=O 
i even, 
i odd . 
(9) 
Note that 
2&(i)- 1 = (-l)i+‘. (10) 
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= j+,+ p#(Ai XP m(~,,)~(~,)#x,(.,).-.,(.,,) 
= (8, xl, - (f# X),’ 




= C 2 (-l)‘f,,,~p,“(A’+‘xp ~P(~[~)~P(~~)#x,(,,)...,(q-,)~F(~,+,)...~P(~,,) 1 
.J=I ,=o 
n-1 n 
+ C C (-l)'f,,+~W'x~ ~P(~“)‘p(~,)#x,(,,)...,(,,,) ) 
j=l i=j+l 
In order to obtain (Hdx),+(dHx), we sum up (6), (8), (11) and (12). The first 
term of (6) cancels the second term of (8). The third term of (6) cancels the first 
term of (12) and the last term of (6) cancels the last term of (12). Changing the 
order of summation in the second term of (12) and summing it up with the first 
term of (8), we obtain 
IJ! (Wi)- l)f,,,pi4A’xp fPP( Ml)9P( k)# xd &)...a( CL”) 1 
i=l 
Using (lo), we see that this expression 
we obtain the desired formula (5). 
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